Abstract -It is well known that optimal sewer placement is NP-hard. We present an approximate model for the case when both clients and servers are dense, and propose a simple sewer allocation and placement algorithm based on highrate vector quantization theory. The key idea is t o regard the location of a request as a random variable with probability density that is proportional t o t h e demand at that location, and the problem of server placement as source coding, i.e., t o optimally map a source value (request location) t o a codeword (server location) t o minimize distortion (network cost). This view has led to a joint server allocation and placement algorithm t h a t has a time-complexity that is linear in the number of clients. Simulations are presented to illustrate its performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
A content distribution network reduces propagation delay, relieves server load, balances network traffrc, improves service reliability, and disperses flash crowds. Content from a provider is distributed to multiple servers in the network, and a client request is served by a 'nearest' server. Here, proximity may refer to geographical distance, hop count, network congestion, server load or a combination. A central design issue is how to allocate and place servers in the network.
Server placement is known as the K-median problem in graph theory: given a graph with N nodes, each node i with a request rate ~( i ) , pick K(< N) nodes as servers and assign each node to one of these servers so that the total weighted distance between all nodes i and their servers, weighted by r(i), is minimized. This problem is shown in [3, 51 to be NP-hard for general graphs.
In this paper, we take a completely different approach, focusing on the case where both client and server densities are high. In this regime, server placement can be regarded as a high-rate vector quantization problem. The key idea is to regard the location of a request as a random variable with a probability density that is proportional to the demand at that location, and the problem of server placement as s o u w coding, i.e., to optimally map a source value (request location) to a wdeword (server location) ' to minimize distortion (network cost). This view has led to a simple joint server allocation and placement algorithm with time complexity linear in N M where N is the number of clients (e.g., client side proxies) and M is the ;umber of content providers; in particular, it is linear in N. Preliminary simulation results suggest that it has a good performancecomplexity trdeoff.
HIGH-DENSITY MODEL
We start with the case of a single 'website', and extend it to the case of multiple 'website'. A 'website' in our model may represent information produced by a subset of sensor nodes, a content provider, an entire website, a collection of files or applications, or a single file or application. A 'node' may represent another sensor node, an end nser of the website, a client-side proxy that serves a family of end users in the same local area network or same organization. By placing a server 'at a node', we mean placing a server 'near' the end user or client-side proxy represented by the node, e.g., on the same subnet. 
A Single website

I
Our goal is to choose server locations s so as to minimize c(K, s). Since this is NP-hard, we seek simple algorithms with good performance.
The idea is to regard the location Z of a request as a random variable with probability density f, and the prob lem of server placement as source coding, i.e., to optimally map a source value (request location Z) to a codeword (server location s) to minimize distortion (network cost). Our main assumption, which is valid when both client and server densities (large K ) are very high, is that Vk(s) is very small, and that f(z) is smooth so that f(z) U f(sr) over V,(s).
We choose the following distance measure:
with the following interpretation. The first term models the delay between client location z and server location SI and the second term the server load. The implicit assumption is that the delay is proportional to geographical distance 1 1 2 -st11 and that the proportionality constant .(sa) captures queueing delay due to congestion (e.g., total delay is 2 times propagation delay). The parameter a(s) is assumed uniform over the small region Vk(s)
but can vary across Voronoi cells. In a wireless setting, the geographical distance llz, -kll is also a measure of required transmit power, either via multi-hop relay or singlehop broadcast. The second term assumes that the server load depends only on location SI, e.g., B ( s k ) can be inversely proportional to the server capacity at s k , or proportional to the common request density in region V k ( s )
which decreases with the total number K of servers, e.g.,
We specify server location in this continuummodel by sewer density X(z), with the interpretation that the fraction of servers in an infinitesimally small area dz around is X(z)dz. Hence the number of servers in any region A is K . J, X(z)dz. Note that J X(z)dz = 1 so X can also be regarded as the probability density of server location. Our goal is to determine the optimal server density X*(z) that minimizes the (approximate) network cost G (K, 8 ) .
With this formulation, we can show that the 'optimal' server density X*(z), within the high-density model, is We interpret these preliminary results.
1. Expression (2) says that the optimal server density X ( z ) is proportional to the 2/3-root of the 
EB(Z).
3. We emphasize that the original problem is NP-hard, and these results are for an approximate model for the case where both client and server densities are high. Unlike the previous approaches that produce only numerical algorithms that provide no insight on the role of various parameters, the high-density approximation leads to a clear and intuitive role in server placement for these parameters.
Expression (2)
for A'(.) suggests a server placement strategy where server density is proportional to the 2/3-power of the request density, f (~) ' /~, or equivalently, of the request rate, r (~) ' /~.
B Multiple websites
Consider J websites indexed by j = 1 , 2 , . . . , J . Suppose requests to website j has a total volume of pj and a spatial density f j ( z ) (or equivalently, a request rate
Out of a total of K servers, kj servers are allocated to serve website j such that E:=, kj = K .
We assume that @.(SI) in the definition (1) of distance is &(sa) = Pj/&,Vk. The k j servers are placed according to the optimal server density A; so that the cost associated with website j is c j ( k j ) = y j p j / & where and as explained in the last subsection. Note that servers for different websites can be cdocated at the same node. We will choose server allocation k j to minimize the network cost:
For large K, relax the constraint that kj he integers.
We hence solve the following simple convex program:
The optimal allocation and cost are:
where yj are given by (4) Remarks:
1. Recall that pj represents the popularity of wehsite j, and j j represents the spatial density of requests for website j . They are related through the request rate r j ( z ) = p j f j ( z ) . Hence, optimal allocation depends critically on website popularities as well as spatial densities of requests. Specifically, the fraction of servers allocated to website j should he proportional to (~j p j ) ' /~. The optimal cost is proportional to (Cj(?j.p3)2/3)3/2 and inversely proportional to a.
2.
We can combine equations (2) for optimal placement and (5) for optimal allocation to express the optimal number of servers for each wehsite j in terms of the total number K of servers, as A;(z)k;.
For instance, for CY(.) = 1 and B ( s b ) = 0, Hence, the optimal density is proportional to r j ( .~)~/~, as a fraction of total request rate for dl wehsites.
and cost metrics. These servers should he placed with a server density proportional to (.(~)f,(z))~/~ (equation As mentioned above, the spatial distribution of requests is not well exploited in current systems, both hecause of the difficulty in measuring it empirically [4, 2, 6] , and because of the lack of a theoretical understanding of its role. Our model can help focus future effort to address critical problems.
Based on these insights, we have derived a (discrete) graph algorithm that jointly allocate and place servers [l] . It has a time complexity that is linear in the number N of servers. In preliminary simulations, with the numher of nodes N ranging from 100 to 20,000, suggest that it consistently achieves a cost that is about 1.5 times the cost of hest approximation (K-median) algorithm. The K-median algorithm solves instances up to N = 1,000 (with running time of 294 sec on N = 1,000 on 1.5GHz Pentium 4 processor with 256Mh RAM) whereas our alg& rithm can solve instances larger than N = 20,000 (with running time of 0.69 sec on N = 20,000 on the same machine). This may he an appropriate tradeoff for largescale self-organizing networks we envision.
(2)).
